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Abstract— This paper presents an analytical model of Line
Commutated Converter (LCC) based Multiterminal (MT) HighVoltage Direct Current (HVDC) systems. The approach is based
on space phasor transformation and provides a modular HVDC
model, since every converter of the MT system is carried out as
an independent network. For each switching state of the
converter – which is either two valve conduction or
commutation – the space phasor transformation provides a
subsystem in the complex plane; each of this consists of a voltage
source, a grid impedance and a transformer impedance. The
commutation current of each converter is derived from the
imaginary part network of the respective subsystem. A
generalization of the real part network leads to a generic
subsystem for all switching states of the converter. A succeeding
connection with a state space model of the DC network is
performed; applying mesh analysis yields a differential equation
system in order to derive the DC current. To verify the accuracy
of the developed model, a comparison with an electromagnetic
transient (EMT) model is carried out, which shows the
consistence of the dynamic behavior.
Keywords— Analytical Modeling, HVDC Modeling, LCC
HVDC, Multiterminal HVDC, Space phasor transformation

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to obtain an economic and reliable energy
transmission grid based on decentralized renewable energy
systems, the HVDC transmission becomes more and more
significant, since it allows power transport over long distances
with low losses. The nuclear phase-out and the reduction of
CO2 emissions in Germany leads to an expansion of
renewables like solar power, onshore and offshore wind farms
and biomass, which have to be integrated into the power
system. The grid development plan [1] provides several
HVDC interconnections to transport the electrical energy, e.g.
from offshore wind farms in the north to the consumers in the
south. Also in other countries like China [2] or India [3],
where power transmission implies long distances from
generation to the load centers, HVDC has been expanded in
the last years. Beside the point-to-point interconnections, there
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are several studies about MT systems, which can be connected
to a European Super Grid to support the existing AC grid in
order to enhance the grid stability [1].
Generic root mean square (RMS) models of LCC HVDC
systems as well as multiterminal configurations have already
been carried out in [4] and [5]. This models can be used for
power system stability studies and controller parameter
calculation [6]. Analytical EMT modeling can provide a more
comprehensive description of the transient behavior of line
commutated converters and their interaction with the AC grid.
Analytical models of LCC converters in stand-alone
configuration or point-to-point interconnection were carried
out in [7], so this paper is about modeling parallel and meshed
MT LCC HVDC systems, which will play in important role in
the future. The main advantage of the developed model is the
mathematical consideration of each switching state, since
frequently only steady state analysis are considered [8], [9].
Furthermore, the approach in this paper is more
comprehensive than previous models, since all configurations
of interconnections like point-to-point, serial, parallel and
meshed systems can be regarded.
The modeling approach of this paper enables the
description of a three-phase six-pulse converter as a network
in the complex plane called subsystem, consisting of a voltage
source and an impedance. The network elements only depend
on the switching state, which is two valve conduction or
commutation. To derive the subsystem, the space phasor
transformation is applied and the resulting space phasor
network is split in real and imaginary parts. Independently of
the HVDC system configuration, the commutation current of
each converter can be derived from the imaginary part
network. A generalization of the real part network provides a
generic model of a six-pulse converter. Connecting the
subsystems subsequently with a state space model of the DC
network leads to a MT HVDC model. Applying mesh
analysis, a linear differential equation system can be obtained
in order to derive the DC currents. The analytic model has
been implemented in MATLAB®. To verify the accuracy, the
simulation results are compared with an existing EMT model
in SIMULINK®.

II. MODELING OF A SIX PULSE CONVERTER

up

In normal operation mode, the converter has two switching
states, which are two valve conduction (TVC) and
commutation (COM). In the state of TVC, only two valves are
conducting current simultaneously. During COM the current is
redirected from one valve to another [10]. For each state, the
switching conditions of the voltages and currents can be
derived, which are applied in the space phasor transformation.
The converter is connected to the grid through a transformer,
represented by the transformer impedance Zk, the grid can be
modelled as an ideal voltage source and a grid impedance
ZGrid. First of all, some simplifications have to be introduced:
The thyristors are regarded ideal and lossless, implying in free
running state the admittance is equal to zero; in shorted state
the impedance is equal to zero. The voltage sources are
considered ideal and all impedances are regarded ohmicinductive.
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A rotation of -30° is applied in order to place the DC
current id on the real axis. The current on the imaginary axis is
equal to zero, so the imaginary part network is not required for
the state of TVC.
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With the space phasor transformation (1) the space phasor
for the current and the voltage reveals:
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To establish the real part network for TVC in general, the
rotation index z is introduced in order to describe the rotation
of the phase angle of the voltage source as multiples of -30°.
Multiplying the voltages in the equivalent circuit with 3 and
the impedances with 2, reveals the real part network for TVC
in general as shown is Figure 4.



A. State of two valve conduction
In the state of TVC12 the valves T1 and T2 are in
conducting mode and the switching conditions of the voltages
and currents are defined [10]:
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To derive the space phasor network of the mentioned
subsystems, the space phasor transformation is utilized [10]:
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Figure 2: Space phasor network in TVC12
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Figure 1: Line commutated six-pulse converter
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Figure 4: Real part network for TVC in general

B. State of commutation
As representation for all states of commutation the state of
COM123 is now considered. The current commutates from
valve T1 to T3, while T2 is still in state of conduction. To
describe the state of COM the commutation current ik is
introduced, which is orthogonal to the DC current id in the
complex plane. For the state of COM123 ik is defined:
ik 

iT1  iT3
2

(5)

For the initial condition and the transition condition from
COM to TVC follows:
1
1
ik,init  id , ik,trans   id
2
2

(6)

The switching conditions of the voltages and currents
during COM123 can be stated:
(4)

Thus the space phasor network for TVC12 can be set up as
shown in Figure 2.
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Applying the space phasor transformation of (1) yields the
appropriate voltage and current space phasors:

ik0,n is equivalent to the initial value at the point of
switching, φGrid,n refers to the grid angle and Tk,n is defined as:
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Each quantity in the equivalent circuit depends on the
switching state or the rotation index z respectively:
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Figure 7: Generic subsystem
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A further generalization of the real part networks in the
states of TVC and COM leads to the generic network as
shown in Figure 7.

With i123 and u123 the space phasor network for COM123 –
which is split in real and imaginary part – can be introduced.
A rotation of -60° yields that the DC current id lies on the real
axis and the commutation current ik lies on the imaginary axis
as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Real and imaginary part network in COM123

Using the rotation index z, the real and imaginary part
network for the state of commutation can be derived:
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III. MODELING OF A PARALLEL AND MESHED MT HVDC
SYSTEM
A model of a parallel or meshed MT HVDC system is
derived by interconnecting the generic subsystems. The
system shown in Figure 8 depicts a parallel 4-terminal HVDC
system with two rectifiers and two inverters. The impedances
refer to the grid and transformer impedances and the DC line
impedances.

Figure 6: Real and imaginary part network for COM in general

To describe all states of TVC and COM, the rotation index
z is defined in TABLE I.
State
z
State
z

TABLE I: Switching states of a six pulse converter
TVC12 COM123 TVC23 COM234 TVC34
0
1
2
3
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6
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9
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In order to calculate the commutation current ik,n of the nth
converter, the imaginary part network for COM (refer to
Figure 6) is considered. ik,n can be derived for each converter
as a result of a linear differential equation, independently of
other converters in the HVDC system:
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Figure 8: Configuration of a 4-terminal HVDC System

After modeling the converters as subsystems, the
equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 9 can be derived
(without Zmesh,n). The impedances are composed as the sum of
the DC line impedance and the impedance of a subsystem,
which are depending on the switching state:
Z n  Z sub,n  Zd, n , n  1, 2,3, 4

(16)

Once the subsystems are subsequently connected with a
state space model of the DC network, the mesh currents iM,n
can be defined, applying mesh analysis:
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Figure 9: Radial HVDC system represented as a connection of subsystems
(without Zmesh,n)

For the 4-terminal HVDC system, as shown in Figure 9,
the three linear independent mesh currents lead to a linear
differential equation system:

Once the homogeneous and the specific solution are
determined, the matrix K can be derived from the initial value
t = t0:
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Afterwards, the DC currents can be deduced from the
mesh currents:
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Beside the analytical modeling of radial HVDC systems,
the model can be adapted to a meshed HVDC system, as
shown in Figure 10. The terminals 1 and 3 as well as the
terminals 2 and 4 are exemplarily interconnected through the
impedances Zmesh,1 and Zmesh,2 respectively. A mesh analysis
leads to five linear independent mesh currents, which can be
derived as previously mentioned; hence, the differential
equation system can be obtained.
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The solution of (17) can be expressed as the sum of a
homogeneous and a specific solution:
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The specific solution can be obtained by solving a
equation system in the complex plane (22), resulting from
mesh analysis. After a transformation from complex plane to
time domain, the specific solution which describes the steadystate, can be derived (23).
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Using the matrix V, which contains the eigenvectors of
matrix A and the eigenvalues λn, the homogeneous solution
can be stated:
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As a first step, the homogeneous solution is determined
with the definition of the matrix A:
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Figure 10: Mashed HVDC system represented as connection of subsystems
(with Zmesh,n)

For the given system configuration, the matrix A can be
stated:
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The main part of the MATLAB® algorithm, as shown in
Figure 11, is to determine the DC and commutation currents,
as implemented in the first loop. For the case of TVC, the
commutation current is equal to zero, during COM Eq. (11) is

applied. The second loop is responsible for the switching state
changes of the converters. For the implementation of the firing
angle α, the variable tlz,n is introduced:
T
(28)
tlz,n   n  Grid, n  60 
360
A transition from COM to TVC occurs, once t exceeds the
length of tlz,n + T / 6. If the commutation current ik,n of the nth
subsystem is equal or less than  id,n / 2, a transition from TVC
to COM occurs. In case of changing the switching state, z is
incremented, the initial values are set to the recent values and
the subsystem values ûsub, Zsub and φsub are calculated. If there
is no change of switching state, the algorithm restarts. After
each iteration t is incremented and once tcalc is reached, the
simulation stops.
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comparison, the DC currents of the EMT model, which is set
up in MATLAB/Simulink® using the SimPowerSystems
Toolbox, are shown in Figure 13. In order to analyze the
difference between the analytical model and the EMT model
in detail, the deviation δn (29) between both models is shown
in Figure 14. It shows that the maximum deviation is about
0.3 % for δ3 and 0.2 % for δ4. For δ1 and δ2 the deviation is
even less than 0.2 %, which proofs the high accuracy of the
developed model.
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Beside the calculation of DC currents, the algorithm
determines the DC voltages of each converter, as shown in
Figure 15, and the grid current space phasor as shown in
Figure 16. Apart from small deviations, the DC voltages of the
analytical and the EMT model are almost identical. The grid
current space phasor shows the typical hexagonal shape of a
six-pulse converter.
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Figure 12: DC currents of the analytical model
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Figure 11: Flow chart of the MATLAB® algorithm

V. RESULTS
To proof the accuracy of the developed analytical model,
the simulation results are compared with an EMT model for
the radial 4-terminal HVDC system as shown in Figure 8. The
simulation parameters are shown in TABLE II. The simulation
step size is 2 µs.
Parameter
f [Hz]
Ûp [kV]
φGrid [°]
Zd [Ω]
ZGrid [Ω]
Zk [Ω]
α [°]

Figure 13: DC currents of the EMT Model

TABLE II: Parameter set of system configuration
Terminal 1
Terminal 2
Terminal 3
Terminal 4
50
50
50
50
350
300
350
300
0
0
0
0
3 + j220
5 + j180
5 + j180
3 + j190
3.2 + j40
3+ j35
2 + j28
3 + j 39
2 + j20
2.1 + j24
2.2 +j 25
1,7 + j20
35
25
122
132

The DC currents of the analytical model of each converter
are shown in Figure 12, where the current flow starts at
t = 7,3 ms and after 80 ms the final values are reached. In

Figure 14: Deviation between the DC currents of the analytical and EMT
model

[2]

Figure 15: DC voltages of the analytical model

Figure 16: Grid current space phasor of terminal 1

VI. CONCLUSION
The developed analytical model allows a deeper insight in
the operation modes and the transient behavior of LCC
converters, which are interconnected to a radial or meshed MT
HVDC system. The use of the space phasor transformation
leads to a generic independent subsystem for each converter.
The modular concept is easily expandable to a n-terminal
system and enables the interconnection of several subsystems
to radial and meshed configurations. Once the mesh currents
are determined using mesh analysis, a linear differential
equation system is solved in order to derive every current of
the MT HVDC system. The low deviation between the DC
currents of the analytical and the EMT model in a range of
0.2 % and 0.3 % proves the high accuracy of the developed
model. Beside the DC currents the model provides other AC
and DC quantities as well as the current and voltage space
phasors of each converter. Summarized, the developed
analytical model of a LCC MT HVDC system enables
comprehensive transient studies, which are applicable to any
n-terminal configuration of a HVDC system.
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